
Problems in special
relativity

Arguments that have been used to defend the specialtheory of relativity against criticism

contain many inconsistencies. These problems should be thoroughly and obiectively

examined by scientists and phitosophers to attempt to ascertain the truth of the matter.

Ever since Einstein's special theory of rela-
tivity became a prominent part of physics,
it has been a subiect of some controversy.
One of the foremost critics of the theory
was the late Herbert Dingle (1890-1978),
who spent much of his time and energy
during the last two decades of his life in
trying to persuade the scientific world that
the special theory, although mathemati-
cally valid, contains an inconsistency in
its physical application. Although most
scientists seem to be convinced that the
controversy stirred up by Professor Ding-
le's criticisms has been conclusively settled
in favour of the theory, a close examination
of the relevant literature shows many in-
consistencies in the arguments by which
the special theory has been defended. The
present article does not attempt to settle
the matter; in fact it shows that the issue
has not yet been satisfactorily settled. It is
hoped that scientists and philosophers may
be encouraged to continue the search for
the truth of the matter, whatever it may
be.

Simple examPle of
inconsistencY
Readers who are not experts on relativity
may feel convinced that the inconsistencies
that have been mentioned are beyond their
understanding; on the contrary' many of
them are perfectly obvious to anyone who
takes the uouble to read them. To take a
specific example, consider two incon-
sistent statements that were made in the
British journal The Listmer in 197 | .

Professor J. Taylor claimed' that the
results of the well-known experiment of
Hafele and Keating, which had then been
recently performed, supported Einstein's
special theory. Professor Dingle published
a letter rebutting Taylor's article, and
further correspondence continued to be
published, in the course of which another
icientist, Professor M. A' Jaswon, pub-
lished a lettel which disagreed with some
of Dingle's points, but which agreed with
Dingle that the experiment in question had
"no relevance whatever for the special
theory". Although that statement was
directly contrary to Taylor's claim, Taylor
later published another letter'which con-
tinued to criticise Dingle but which took
no notice whatever of Jaswon's statement'

Some observers of the controversy may
believe that inconsistent statements like
these result from attempting to express
abstruse technical matters in simple lan-
guage, and that such inconsistencies may
therefore be dismissed as being inconse-
quential. But the inconsistency between
the statements mentioned above cannot be
dismissed in that way. A statement that the

running clocks, A and B, in uniform
relative motion must work at different
rates. In mathematical terms, the in-
tervals dt and dt', which they record
between the same two events are related
by the Lorentz transformation, accord-
ing to which dt#dt'. Hence one clock
must work steadily at a slower rate than
the other. The theory, however, pro-
vides no indication of which clock that
is, and the question inevitably arises:
How is the slower-working clock distin-
guished?"

In a review5 of Dingle's book, Professor J.
M. Ziman quoted the above question and
then wrote: "This is a perfectly reasonable
question to which science should indeed
give an answer." Later in his review he
gave his own answer, in the following
words: "In fact, the answer to. Dingle's
'question' is simple: the fastest-working
clock between any two events is one that
travels between them by free fall." But, as
Dingle subsequently pointed out6, neither
of the events need be at either of the clocks
concerned. Also, since the question asked
for a distinction between two clocks, not
for a choice among all possible clocks,
Ziman's answer, whether or not it is a true
statement, is simply not an answer to the
question that was asked.

Dingle also supplemented his question
by referring to a specific example in
Einstein's original paper on special relativ-
ity, in which Einstein had stated that a
balance-clock at the equator would work
more slowly than an exactly similar clock
at one of the poles. Dingle stipulated that
any answer to his question should specify
what it was that entitled Einstein to
conclude, from the special theory, that the
equatorial and not the polar clock worked
more slowly. Dingle stressed that the
special theory did not take any account of
possible effects of acceleration, gravita-
tion, or any difference at all between the
two clocks except their state of uniform
relative motion. It should be strongly em-
phasised, however, that he did not assert
that acceleration and gravitation were cD-
sent from the situation described by
Einstein, but that those phenomena are
not dealt with by special relativity, and
consequently it is not legitimate to invoke
those phenomena to explain what entitled
Einstein to conclude/rom the special theory
that the equatorial clock worked more
slowly.

The attempts to answer this supplemen-
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results of a particular experiment support a
certain theory is a perfectly simple factual
statement (however abstruse may be the
reasoning by which that statement is iusti-
fied), and the same applies to the contrary
statement. The fact that Taylor's and Jas-
won's statements are contrary to one
another (that is, they cannot both be true,
though they could both be false) shows
that, unless there is an inconsistency in the
special theory itself, one or other of the
two scientists (or both) misunderstood
either the theory or the experiment (or
both).

It will also be clear to any reader, scien-
dst or not, who reads the whole of the
correspondence that includes the above
items (refs l-3), that no attempt was made
to resolve the inconsistency between Tay-
lor's and Jaswon's statements. If science is
the search for truth, wherever the search
may lead, the serious inconsistency be-
tween the statements of the two scientists
ought to be followed up to find out which
statement, if either, is true. The fact that
both statements have been accepted in

spiie of their obvious incompatibility is
e^vidence that there is not enough scientific
curiosity about the truth of the matter.
The remainder of this article presents
further evidence in support of the same
point of view.

Further examples of inconsistency
Professor Dingle's criticisms of special re-
lativity are presented at length in his book
Science at the Crossroadsa, and it is in the
published reviews of that book that many
of the inconsistent attempts to defend the
theory have been made. To study some of
these attempts, consider Dingle's crucial
question, which is central to his book, and
which is worded as follows:

"According to the special relativity
theory, as expounded by Einstein in his
original paper, two similar regularly-
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tary question show an interesting diver-
sity. In the first place, it is obvious that
Ziman's answer, quoted above, does not
apply to this situation; after the two clocks
are in their positions at the pole and at the
equator, there is no event at which both
clocks are present, so there is no way in
which Ziman's criterium can distinguish
between them unless some pair of events is
specified.

Consider now some of the other at-
tempts to answer the question about the
polar and equatorial clocks. For example,,
Professor G. J. Whitrow wrote as followsT:

"For a supporter of relativiry, the essen-'
tial difference between the two clocks is
that relative to the centre of the Earth
(which for the purpose concerned can be
regarded as the origin of an inertial
frame) the clock at the equator describes
a circle and so cannot be associated with
an inertial frame, whereas the polar
clock is at rest and can be associ4ted
with an inenial frame for a period of
time during which the curvature of the
Earth's orbit can be neglected. The time
difference mentioned by Einstein can
be demonstrated by means of the
Minkowski diagram, in which the track
of the polar clock will be rectilinear
whereas that of the equatorial clock will
be curyed."

Two comments may be made about this.
First, if the equatorial clock is not in an
inertial frame, then its motion lies outside
the scope of the special the^ory, which ap-
plies only to inertial framesdl it is therefore
invalid to deduce from the special theory
czy conclusion about the relative rates of
the two clocks. Second, the answer raises
the equally difficult question of why a
clock that moves in a large closed curve is
in an inertial frame, while one that moves
in a smaller closed curve is not.

Compare rWhitrow's answer with the fol-
lowing answer, which is found in an un-
signed editori al aricle in N aturee ;

"It seems now to be accepted that
Einstein's original argument was uncha-
racteristically loose. The point of the
illustration is that a clock at the pole of
rotation may be taken to be in an inertial
frame which is nearly (but not quite)
properly defined by the direction of the
Earth's motion around the Sun. The
clock at the equator is in another.
Einstein's lack of clarity concerns the
inertial frame of the observer of the two
clocks."

This statement implies that the answer to
the question about which clock works
more slowly depends on the observer. But
Einstein's statement clearly implies that
the slowing ofthe equatorial clock is a real
effect and not merely an effect of obser-
vation, and this is confirmed by the fact
that he added a footnote to say that his
statement did not apply to pendulum
clockslo. The answere also states that the
equatorial clock is in an inertial frame, and
this explicitly contradicts Whitrow/, who
states that it is not.

Another answer to the same question is
given by Stadlenll, who writes:

"But the relative motion involved in
this case, being circular, is non-uni-
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form. I submit, therefore, that Einstein
was wrong in saying that his prediction
followed from the special theory, which
deals only with the effects of uniform
motion. This is not ro say that the
prediction was invalid. For Einstein
was, intuitively, anticipating his later
general theory, according to which the
equatorial clock runs slower because ol
the centripetal force exerted upon it."

This answer is inconsistent with 6ori the
previous _answers, since it disagrees with
rffhitrow/ about whether the result follows
from the special rheory, ̂ and it disagrees
with the Nature editorialv about whether
the slower working is real or dependent on
the motion of the observer, Furthermore,
the fact that the prediction follows from
the general theory does not make Ein-
stein's predicion from the special thcory
valid, as Stadlen implies it does. As is well
known to logicians, the fact that the
conclusion of an argument is true does not
guarantee that that:ugument is valid.

Another interesting attempr to identify a
false step in one of Dingle's arguments was
made by McCrearz, who wrote:

"The false step is that Dingle regards
the situation treated by relativity as the
symmetric comparison of one single
clock with another identical single
clock (in relative motion). This is not
the siruation. Actually many colleagues
have pointed this out, or given an equi-
valent answer."

Unfortunately McCrea does not identify
any of the "many colleagues" whom he
claims to support his argument, but it is
clear from the foregoing that Ziman, for
example, does not. Ziman states5 that
Dingle's question is perfectly reasonable,
and the question, as he correctly quoted it,
includes a statement that if there are two
clocks in uniform relative motion, the
special theory requires one to work stead-
ily at a slower rate than the other.
McCrea's statement is also inconsistent
with Einstein's statement that a (single)
clock at the equator would work more
slowly than an exactly similar (single)
clock at one of the poles.

Other i l logical arguments
In addition to the inconsistencies already
mentioned, some of the arguments used in
defending special relativity are lacking in
logical rigour. To illustrate this, consider
some examples.

In one of the earliest attemprs to refute
Dingle's criticisms, Bornl3 wrote as fol-
Iows:

"The simple fact that all relations be-
tween space co-ordinates and time ex-
pressed by the Lorentz transformation
can be represented geometrically by
Minkowski diagrams should suffice to
show that there can be no logical
contradiction in the theorv."

As the iorentz transformation is contained
in the special theory, but is not the whole
theory, it is not logically valid to claim that
some property of the Lorentz transfor-
mation is a sufficient condition for the
whole theory to be free of logical conrra-
diction.

In another attempr to refure Dingle,
Professor I. Roxburghra discusses Dingle's
argument that if there are two clocks A and
B in uniform relative motion, the special
theory requires A to work faster than B
and B to work faster than A, and this
makes the theory internally inconsistent.
Roxburgh states that Dingle does not even
discuss what he means by "faster", and
then goes on to say:

"Secondly, why is it impossible for A to
go faster than B and B to go faster than
A? This depends on the definition of
faster. To illustrate this, consider t}re
following two statements :

The moon is bigger than the sun.
The sun is bigger than the moon.

Are these statements mutually contra-
dictory? This depends on the meaning
of bigger. For terresuial beings the first
statement is true, for Martians the
second is true. The relative size de-
pends upon the position of the ob-
server. So it is with time and clocks."

If it is important to define "faster", it is
also important to use other words preci-
sely; yet it is clear from the quotation that
Roxburgh does not literally mean "is" in
the two contrasted statements, but some-
thing like "appears to be". Thus, the two
contrasted statements are not analogous to
the two statements that Dingle claims to be
inconsistent. Or, if Roxburgh does mean
the pair of contrasted statements to be
taken literally, then he, as a tenestrial
being, is asserting that the moon is bigger
than the sun. Although we are terrestrial
beings, we know that the sun is bigger
than the moon, and we know it from ob-
servations that have been made from the
earth.

To put the matter in terms of logical
relations, the expression "is bigger than"
represents an asymmetr ica l  re lat ion,
whereas Roxburgh's pair of contrasted
statements asserts that "is bigger than" is
not an asymmetrical relationt); there is
therefore a conradiction inherent in what
Roxburgh has written. Of course, a contra-
diction between any two statements can be
avoided if one is free to disregard literal
meanings of words and interpret the
meanings of the statements in such a way
as to avoid the contradiction. This is
similar to the technique described by
Dingle (ref 4, page 180) for avoiding rhe
inconsistency in special relativity: "$7hen

the theory appears to lead to incompatible
obiective results, they are written off as
merely different appearunces) but claimed
as realities when some actual phenomenon
has to be explained."

\(llitrow has also published an argu-
ment/ which purports to refute Dingle's
claim that the special theory is inconsistent
in requiring each of two relatively moving
clocks to work faster than the other. The
last sentence of his argument is:

"Dingle's requirement is therefore
equivalent to introducing the Newto-
nian concept of universal time, and this
is incompatible with special relativity."

Now whether or not lfhitrow's statement
about Newtonian time is true, the sentence
quoted does not prove that Dingle is
wrong; all it states is that either Dingle is
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wrong or special relativity is wrong. As the
point at issue is the validity of special rela-
tivity, and as the context obviously implies
that the argument that ends with the
quoted sentence proves tlat Dingle is
wrongr Whitrow's argument shows an ex-
cellent example of the textbook_ fallacy
known as begging the questionl6. Since
Whitrow has subsequently publislled the
same arSument two more umes""", ln
obituary notices on Professor Dingle, the
pointing out of this logical fallacy is
overdue.

The foregoing examples of inconsisten-
cies and logical fallacies in the arguments
used to defend special relativity do not in
themselves prove that Dingle is right, or
that special relativity is wrong. However,
if two scientists make inconsistent state-
ments about the same theory, one or other
of them must have made an error in deduc-
tion, or else the theory itself contains an
inconsistency. In other words, the incon-
sistencies in the statements that have been
made by the defenders of the special
theory actually support Dingle's case that
there is an inconsistency in the theory,
rather than refuting it.

Although scientists may be convinced
that the conclusion they have already
reached is true, they should also be con-
cerned with whether the arguments by
which that conclusion has been reached
can withstand scrutiny without revealing
inconsistencies. I suggest that the scientific
ideal toward which science should strive in
this case is that stated by T. H. Huxley
when he wrotele that "the scientific spirit
is of more value than its products, and
irationally held truths may be more harm-
ful than reasoned errors." It is time for the
truth of this matter to be actively and
carefully sought.
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